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2. Approach beyond significant reactions
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Kaonic nuclei  “KNN”
• Nuclear system with Kbar mesons. 

• Based on Strong KbarN (I=0) attraction.

          　Excited hyperon Λ(1405) as KbarN quasi-bound state

• Kbar meson should bound in a nucleus with large binding energy.

• “KbarNN” is the simplest Kaonic nucleus to investigate. 

Expected as

• “Cold and Dense” state.

• Anti-quark in matter.

Good probe for low energy QCD.

Phys. Lett. B 590 (2004) 51

ppn ppnK



Theories and experiments on “KNN”
• E15  at K1.8BR J-PARC

        　3He(K-, Λp)n

• E27  at K1.8 J-PARC

        　d(π+, K+)Λp / Σ0p

• DISTO

        　pp→pΛK+

• FINUDA

        　(Kstop+, Λp)

Inverse reaction 
dK- →Λpπ- has be 
taken at K1.8BR. 

H. Onishi et. al., PPNP 113 (2020) 103773
“Hadron Physics at J-PARC”
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Intermediate N*!pK+?

Multi-NA processes?
PRL94(2005)212303

PRL104(2010)132502

PTEP(2015)021D01.

Phenomenological
Chiral unitary

Observed values

Pole pos.



OBSERVATION OF A KNN BOUND STATE … PHYSICAL REVIEW C 102, 044002 (2020)
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FIG. 3. Distributions of (a) mR0 of 3He(K−, π− pp)R0 [the same as Fig. 1(b)], (b) mR− of 3He(K−, pp)R−, and (c) l (x). For the mR0 and
mR− spectra, l (x) < 30 was selected. These three distributions were simultaneously fitted by simulated spectra shown by colored lines. The
fitting χ -square and number of degrees of freedom were 917 and 506, respectively. For mesonic (YNN + π ), the final states all of possible
charged states and combinations were summed.

differential cross section:

d2σ

dmX dqX
= N (mX , qX )

ε(mX , qX )
1

%mX

1
%qX

1
L

, (6)

where N (mX , qX ) is the obtained event number in %mX =
10 MeV/c2 and %qX = 20 MeV/c (bin widths of mX and qX ,
respectively). L is the integrated luminosity, evaluated to be
2.89 ± 0.01 nb−1. ε(mX , qX ) is the experimental efficiency,
which is quite smooth, as shown in Fig. 5(a), around all the
events-concentrating regions of Fig. 4.

After the acceptance correction, if no intermediate state,
such as X , exists in the K− + 3He → &pn reaction, then the
event distribution will simply follow the &pn phase space
ρ(mX , qX ) without having a specific form factor, as given
in Fig. 5(b). However, ρ(mX , qX ) is smooth for the entire
kinematically allowed region, in contrast to the data in Fig. 4.

To account for the observed event distribution, three phys-
ical processes were introduced, as in Ref. [24]. Details of the
physical processes, the formulation of each fitting function,
and the fitting procedures are described in the following sec-
tions.

D. 2D model fitting functions

We considered the following three processes: K) the K̄NN
bound state, F ) the nonmesonic quasifree (QF) kaon absorp-
tion (QFK̄−abs) process, and B) a broad distribution covering
the whole kinematically allowed region of the &pn final state.

TABLE I. Relative yields of signal and contaminations in the
present &pn selection. The first and second errors are statistical and
systematic, respectively.

Source Relative yield (Rj) (%)

&pn (signal) 76.3 ± 1.6 ± 0.5
(0 pn 12.0 ± 0.8 ± 0.6
(− pp 7.1 ± 0.3 ± 1.4
Total mesonic final states 1.5 ± 0.1 ± 0.4
K− reaction at the target cell 3.1 ± 0.0 ± 0.4

To decompose those processes, we conducted 2D fitting for
the event distribution.

The production yields of these three processes [Fi(mX , qX )
for i = K, F, B] observed in the &pn final state should be pro-
portional to the &pn phase space ρ(mX , qX ). Thus, Fi(mX , qX )
can be described as the product of ρ(mX , qX ) and specific
spectral terms for the ith process of a component fi(mX , qX ),
as

Fi(mX , qX ) = ρ(mX , qX ) fi(mX , qX ). (7)

Figure 6 shows typical 2D distributions of fi(mX , qX ) for the
three processes. All the parameters of the fitting functions
described below are fixed to the final fitting values.
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FIG. 4. 2D plot on the mX and qX plane after acceptance cor-
rection. The black dotted line shows the kinematical limit of the
reaction. The vertical gray dotted line and blue dotted curve are MK̄NN

and MF (q), respectively. The gray hatched regions indicate where the
experimental efficiency is <0.5%.
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• Momentum transfer         q
q(Λp) = pk − pn

0.35<qx<0.65 
Projection

624 S. Ajimura et al. / Physics Letters B 789 (2019) 620–625

Fig. 4. !p invariant mass spectrum for !pn final state produced in the momentum 
transfer window of 350 < q < 650 MeV/c. The efficiency E(M, q) was corrected 
based on the simulation before the q integration of the data. Each fitted physical 
process, which is efficiency corrected and integrated over the q-window after the 
fit, is also given.

no specific reason to introduce any sophisticated terms in addition 
to Eq. (1). In fact, a flat distribution is naturally expected if the 
pole’s quantum-number is J P = 0− . We also analyzed the angular 
distributions for f{Q F KA} and f{BG} . However, again we found no 
specific reason to introduce further terms.

We haven’t considered the interference terms between the 
three physical processes as given in Eq. (4), to avoid over fit-
ting of our statistically limited data. Instead, we applied a peak 
fitting window to reduce the interference effect on our fit re-
sult by the following procedures. We conducted i) the peak fit, 
where f{Q F KA} (M, q) is fitted by fixing all the parameters of 
f{Q F KA} (M, q) and f{BG}(M, q) within the q-window where no 
severe interference with QFKA is expected. We then iterated 
this procedure together with procedure ii) a global fit to evaluate
f{Q F KA} (M, q) and f{BG}(M, q) (by fixing parameters in f{Kpp} ex-
cept for the peak yield CKpp), until procedures i) and ii) converged.

To exhibit this “K −pp” candidate and to present the M spec-
trum free from experimental acceptance, we plotted the spectrum 
by correcting our detector efficiency for the events in the mo-
mentum transfer window of 350 < q < 650 MeV/c where mostly 
E(M, q) " 0, as shown in Fig. 4. To make fit values insensitive to 
the acceptance correction procedure, we corrected the acceptance 
as follows. The data D(M, q) was divided by E(M, q) bin-by-bin 
and integrated over q at given M . We applied the same procedure 
for the data error taking error-propagation into account. For each 
projected physics process ρ3 f j (plotted as the curved lines in the 
figure), we integrated over q, by replacing the E(M, q) ρ3(M, q)
function (given in Fig. 2b) with ρ3(M, q) (Fig. 2a) to be multiplied 
by f j(M, q), cf., Eq. (4).

In this window, the yield of other processes is largely sup-
pressed in contrast to “K − pp”. The QFKA distribution is also clearly 
separated from the “K − pp” peak region, because the QFKA centroid 
is kinematically shifted to the heavier side, according to Eq. (2), cf., 
a comparison of the spectral difference of the QFKA component in-
setted in blue curves in Fig. 1b and Fig. 4. As a result, a distinct 
peak is observed below M(Kpp).

4. Fit result

The S-wave parameters obtained were; the mass eigenvalue 
MKpp = 2324 ± 3 (stat.) +6

−3 (sys.) MeV/c2 (i.e. BKpp ≡ M(Kpp) −
MKpp = 47 ± 3 (stat.) +3

−6 (sys.) MeV), the width #Kpp = 115 ±

7 (stat.) +10
−20 (sys.) MeV, and the reaction form-factor parameter 

Q Kpp = 381 ± 14 (stat.) +57
−0 (sys.) MeV/c. The q-integrated “K − pp” 

formation yield below the threshold going to the !p decay chan-
nel is evaluated to be σKpp · Br!p = 7.2 ± 0.3 (stat.) +0.6

−1.0 (sys.)
µb (for M < M(Kpp)). For the complete integration over all 
q and M , the cross-section becomes σ tot

Kpp · Br!p = 11.8 ±
0.4 (stat.) +0.2

−1.7 (sys.) µb.
We evaluated the systematic errors caused by the spectrometer 

magnetic field strength calibrated by invariant masses of ! and 
K 0 decay, binning effect of the spectrum, and the contamination 
effects of the other final states (%0 pn and %− pp) to the !pn event 
selection. To be conservative, the effects to the fit values are added 
linearly. More detailed analysis will be given in a forthcoming full 
paper.

The BKpp ∼ 50 MeV is much deeper than reported in our first 
publication since the assumption of a single pole structure was 
invalid. It is also much deeper than chiral-symmetry-based theo-
retical predictions. The #Kpp ∼ 110 MeV is rather wide, meaning 
very absorptive. On the other hand, it should be similar to that of 
!(1405) → %π , if “K −pp” decays like ‘!(1405)’ + ‘p’ → %π p. 
Thus, the observed large width indicates that the non-mesonic Y N
channels would be the major decay mode of the “K − pp”. Interest-
ingly, the observed Q Kpp ∼ 400 MeV/c is very large. The large Q Kpp
value implies the formation of a very compact (∼ 0.5 fm) system 
referring to h̄ ∼ 200 MeV/c fm. The compactness of the system is 
also supported by the large BKpp . However, the present Q Kpp can 
be strongly affected by the primary K N → K N reaction in the for-
mation process, so one needs more study to evaluate the static 
form-factor parameter of “K − pp” to deduce its size (or nuclear 
density) more quantitatively.

5. Discussion and conclusion

We have demonstrated the existence of a peak structure in 
IM!p below M(Kpp), which can be kinematically separated very 
clearly from QFKA by selecting the momentum transfer window 
of 350 < q < 650 MeV/c. As shown in Fig. 1a, the “K − pp” dis-
tribution yield reduces near θn = 0 as a function of q, and it is 
∼ proportional to the phase space volume defined by Jacobian (cf., 
Fig. 2a (or b)). This is naturally expected if the S-wave harmonic-
oscillator form-factor given in Eq. (1) is valid. On the other hand, 
the QFKA distribution is highly concentrated at θn = 0, where the 
phase space ρ3(M, q) is vanishing. This is consistent with our pre-
vious result [21], in which no structure was found below M(Kpp)
at θn = 0, i.e., the leaking-tail of QFKA into the bound region hides 
the structure below M(Kpp) at θn = 0.

The present !pn final state is the simplest channel for K − in-
teracting with 3He. In this final state, the “kinematical anomaly” 
is only seen in IM!p having an angular distribution consistent 
with S-wave. Thus, there is no reasonable explanation as to why a 
peak structure could be formed below M(Kpp) other than “K −pp”. 
However, one may wonder whether a spurious bump near M(Kpp)
might be formed from some intermediate state converging (or con-
verting) to a !pn final state in the FSI.

Here we discuss possible candidates for such an intermedi-
ate state. Energetically, the possible intermediate states could be 
‘! + p’, ‘% + N ’ and ‘!(1405) + N ’ below ‘K − + p + p’, which 
has an s-quark and two baryons (‘%(1385) + N ’ is excluded be-
cause it requires P -wave). In other words, a Y (∗) (baryon with 
an s-quark) could be generated by the primary 2NA reaction, and 
the Y (∗) could make a successive conversion reaction with another 
spectator nucleon, to form a !pn final state due to the FSI. Similar 
to Eq. (2), the IM!p of these channels can be given as:

S. Ajimura et. al., PLB 789, 620 (2019)
J-PARC E15 exp. 3He(K-,Λp)n

T. Yamaga et. al., PRC 102, 044002 (2020)
J-PARC E15 exp. 3He(K-,Λp)n
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The advantage is the  dependence to understand 
background processes.

q

Quasi-free KN→Kn, KNN→Λp

Result of J-PARC E15
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π-

π-d

 decay

J-PARC E31

d(K-, Λp)π- reaction

 0.6 GeV/c

This talk.

Tracking and 
time-of-flight.

Missing.
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 d-target

Experimental Setup at K1.8BR

(Modified Partially)



Event selections
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Square of Λp missing mass after 
applying all the event selections

π- π-γ 
contamination

• ppπ event selection in CDS.

• Λ→pπ-  pairs selection: 
Likelihood method on closest 
distance approach.

• Missing pion selection:             
χ2 method on kinematical refit 
to conserve energy-momentum. 
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Λp distribution (2/2)
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Σ-Λ conversion



Event distribution of Λ pπ-  final state
kinematical Degree-of-Freedom = 4 

3 (m, q )-plots are more than sufficient to identify 
the event kinematics

We can specify reaction dynamics by these 3 plots
m : invariant mass of a pair

9 (3 on-shell particles) - 4 (energy-momentum conservation) - 1 (φ symmetry) 

q : momentum transfer to the pair
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(m, q )Λp
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Missing

Λ

p π-

K-
d

p

π-

Detect

Λ

p π-

K-
d

p

π-

Missing

Λ

p π-

K-
d  p

π- Detect

To know reaction dynamics, 
we need to expand the 
acceptance on (m, q).

 detectΛp
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 detectΛpπ

 detectΛπ

When we require Λ detection, there 
are three possible event geometries 
to identify Λpπ-  final state.

m [GeV/c2]

 detectΛp



root326
P19
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(m, q )pπ

Sum

(m, q )Λp (m, q )Λπ

 detectΛpπ

 detectΛπ

 detectΛp

Shaded Systematical & 
statistical Error > 30 %



(m, q )Λp (m, q )pπ
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Knowledge from reaction dynamics (m, q) 
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(m, q )Λπ -

Case) angle
Flat : cos2θ 
= 0.7 : 0.3

K- d → Σ(1385)p

・Clearly identified.



(m, q )Λp
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Knowledge from reaction dynamics (m, q) 

q 
[G

eV
/c

]
m [GeV/c2]

Case) angle
Flat : cos2θ 
= 0.7 : 0.3

K- d → Σ(1385)p

・Clearly identified. ・Seems dominant.

One nucleon

・Not dominant. 
・Not just angle of 
elementary processes.

K N → Λπ- -

Two step 
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1) Rely on clear reactions

2) Assume reactions near “KbarNN” region

3) Evaluate w/ momentum transfer dependence

Approach for further estimation



1) Rely on clear reactions

2) Assume reactions near “KbarNN” region

3) Evaluate w/ momentum transfer dependence
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Approach (1/3)

K- d → Σ(1385)p

One nucleon
K N → Λπ- -

• Tail component of fermi-motion 
including D-wave.

• π-  angle to reproduce data.

• Creation angle distribution.

・Data

 -  Flat
 -  Exp(cosθ)

・Data

 -  Flat
 -  Exp(cosθ)

All region (trig. Sum)

Forward region (Λp trig.)
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• Σ*s … M and Γ based on PDG

• pπ scatter

https://pdg.lbl.gov/2022/reviews/contents_sports.html

2) Assume reactions near “KbarNN” region

I skip today.

Or

Approach (2/3)
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“Kpp”

“Kpp”

Cf) Cosθ dependence 
of Λπ system

3) Evaluate w/ momentum transfer dependence

• Large q  in Λp system corresponds to 
low q in Λπ system.  The reactions in 
both systems and their consistencies are 
evaluated w/ the q  dependence.

(m, q )Λp
Data (m, q )Λπ -

Approach (3/3)
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q [GeV/c]
Up: 0.88 < q < 1.04
Middle: 0.37 < q < 0.52
Down: 0.23 < q < 0.39

Low q region

High q regionq sliced Λπ system

KN (I=1)… B.W. at 
m=1450, Γ=70 MeV

• Events in high q region are well 
reproduced with assumed reactions.

2nd Low q region• In low q regions, peak near KN threshold 
is essential. The mass and width is under 
investigation.

Σ* resonances
W/ KN threshold state



q dependence 
of Λp system
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Σ* resonances
W/ KN threshold state

Left: low q [GeV/c]
Up: 0.51 < q < 0.64
Middle: 0.38 < q < 0.51
Down: 0.26 < q < 0.38

Right: high q [GeV/c]
Up: 1.09 < q < 1.25
Middle: 0.93 < q < 1.09
Down: 0.77 < q < 0.93

Low q region High q region

• Cross-sections (CS) of relied reactions 
( 1N and Σ(1385)p ) are set constants 
in all region.

• CS of other reactions are treated as 
free parameters because of unknown 
angle distributions.



q dependence 
of Λp system
Σ* resonances
W/ KN threshold state

Left: low q [GeV/c]
Up: 0.51 < q < 0.64
Middle: 0.38 < q < 0.51
Down: 0.26 < q < 0.38

Right: high q [GeV/c]
Up: 1.09 < q < 1.25
Middle: 0.93 < q < 1.09
Down: 0.77 < q < 0.93

• Due to ambiguity 
of shape near KN 
threshold seen in 
Λπ system, MC 
fitting does not 
reproduce data 
well.

High q region

21
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q dependence 
of Λp system
Σ* resonances
W/ KN threshold state

Left: low q [GeV/c]
Up: 0.51 < q < 0.64
Middle: 0.38 < q < 0.51
Down: 0.26 < q < 0.38

Right: high q [GeV/c]
Up: 1.09 < q < 1.25
Middle: 0.93 < q < 1.09
Down: 0.77 < q < 0.93 • Distributions are 

explained mainly 
with 1N and Σ*s in 
total ~1mb.

Low q region



Summary
• E31 collaboration is investigating “KbarNN” bound state using d(K-, 
Λp)π- reaction with the confirmation of all the kinematical freedoms. 
Reaction dynamics are determined by the momentum transfer and 
invariant mass of Λp, Λπ-  and pπ- systems. 

• The reaction processes identified clearly are one nucleon reaction 
Kn→Λπ-, two nucleon reaction Kp→Kp, Kn→Λπ- and none-mesonic 
Y* production Kd→Σ(1385)p.

• “KbarNN” interested region is mostly explained with one nucleon 
reaction Kn→Λπ-  and additional reactions having broad distribution.  
Possible reactions as the broad distribution are pπ scattering and 
higher mass none-mesonic Y* productions. We are trying to apply the 
global event fitting with q dependence to identify the contributions of 
each reaction and “KbarNN” state.

23
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Backup
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Data (Count sum)

Σ0p再構成

Λ

Σ0

Σ(1385)

pπ missing mass

Analysis of Σp final state

Data 
(Count 
sum)

(m, q )Σp

• Λpπ- detect.

• pγ ~ 70 MeV/c.

• Require missing momentum in Λpπ system.
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Detecting system dependence on event kinematics   
where number of reconstructed events  and true- 
kinematic events  .

Nrec /Ntr
Nrec

Ntr

Kinematical anomaly 
estimated w/ MC PS 
Kd→Λpπ-

With kinematical refit, kinematical inconsistency coming from detecting bias is reduced.
Remaining effect are appropriated in the systematic errors. 

Before kinematical refit

After kinematical refit

(m, q )Λp (m, q )pπ -(m, q )Λπ -
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 Errors coming from  
acceptance 
correction using PS 
Kd→Λpπ-

Cross-section
 

where number of reconstructed 
events  and 
acceptance  .

(σ ± σerr) = (N ± Nerr)/(a ± aerr)

(N ± Nerr)
(a ± aerr)

Values of left plots are smaller 
than those of Right plots.

Statistics is large enough to 
neglect the error of 
acceptance.

Errors from 
acceptance aerr /a

Errors from cross-
section σerr /σ



One nucleon reaction: K- n → Λ π 
-     (1/2)
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D-state (x10)

S-state

(m, q )Λπ

• Spectator-proton w/ large p  fires trigger.  
Tail component of Fermi-motion affect 
the distribution.

MC w/o D-state

PPNP 113 (2020) 103773
 Based on 

PRC63, 024001(2001)

Effect of large Fermi-momentum tail on Λπ distribution
MC w/ D-state

(m, q )Λπ
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2022.02.16 HEF-ex workshop 山我さんスライド



J-PARC E15 J-PARC E27
3He(K−, n)Λp d(π+, K+)Λp/Σ0p

K̄

Y*( ∼ 1800)
N

N
N

K−
n

3He Λ

p
K−pp

Λ(1405)
( )= K̄N

N

N

K+π+

Λ

p
K−pp

d

Production of  is essentially the same. 
 Occurred by  intermediate  or 

K−pp
K̄ K̄N

2022.02.16 HEF-ex workshop 山我さんスライド
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• S/N =14 in signal region (L mass ± 5 MeV) w/o Lambda mass selection. 

• W/ Lambda mass selection, the selections show similar number of events 
and distributions. 

Data
(1/5 of Run78)

W/ each cut ーbase condition

ー lnL<49

ー lnL<49 & lnLDCA<6       (Fit)

ー lnL<49 & kf_chi2<15

ー lnL<49 & lnLDCA<6 & kf_chi2<15

ー lnL<6 (& lnLDCA<6) & kf_chi2<15

S/N = 6.0   (± 13 MeV)
S/N =14.   (± 5 MeV)

anaMtg on 24Nov2021

 lnL<49 & lnLDCA<6  

 f=gaus+pol0
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Σ(1385)

1N

Dalitz plot m2(Λp) vs m2(Λπ)

E15 “Kpp” Region


